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NARS Powermatte
Lip Pi gment in
Rock With You
For long-lasting color
and hydration, swipe
this matte swatch
over your lips. The
intensity in the deep
mulberry color and
lightweight feel
make for a dynamic
duo to step out in.
narscosmetics.com

Rejuvenate your beauty routine with
these products to make the transition
from summer to fall your best yet.
Kiehl’s Creme de Corps
Soy Milk & Honey
Whipped Body Butter
Shea butter, squalene and
jojoba oil are blended
together to create a
beautifully fragrant and light
lotion. A little goes a long
way with this body butter,
and the skin absorbs it
quickly. Instant softness at
your fingertips! kiehls.com

Living Proof Style
Lab Texture Mist
You can take the
woman out of
summer, but you
can’t take summer
out of the woman!
Wear beachy waves
well into the colder
seasons with a spritz
of texture mist that
will keep your hair
beautifully messy
for a few days.
livingproof.com
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skyn ICELAND Eye Gels
To clear up those stressinduced dark circles under
your eyes, try these firming
eye gels. In ten minutes, the
hydro-cooling powers will
reduce puffiness and circles,
and keeping you looking
(and feeling) refreshed.
skyniceland.com

Charlotte Tilbury
Hollywood Beauty
Light Wand
Give Hollywood
starlet a new
name this year.
The rose-gold
highlighter, inspired
by the lighting of
classic Hollywood,
compliments every
skin type and
enhances flawless
complexion. A
darling addition to
your makeup bag!
charlottetilbury.com

Living Proof PhD 5-in-1
Styling Treatment
There is such thing as
a perfect hair day, and
the secret lies in this
one-step solution. Apply
an even amount to damp
hair from roots to tip
and comb through to
enjoy the benefits of
voluminous, strengthened
locks. livingproof.com

Lush Let the Good Times
Roll Face and Body Cleanser
Keep your skin clean and
moisturized with this scrub.
The effects are immediate
and leave you feeling bright
from head to toe. It smells
like popcorn and will make
you extra cozy this season.
lushusa.com
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